
Mail-in Bonus 

America’s Test Kitchen “Pressure Cooker Perfection” Cookbook—Fagor Edition 

With purchase of any Duo, Innova, Futuro or Chef 

Pressure Cooker.  

 

 

America’s Test Kitchen  
“Pressure Cooker Perfection” 

Cookbook – Fagor Edition  
 
This is a step-by-step cookbook which contains 
thorough food charts, instructional guides and 
100 delicious recipes for Fagor Pressure Cookers. 
Every recipe is accompanied by troubleshooting 
tips and full-color step photography that walks 
cooks through the test kitchen process.   

MSRP: $19.99         

OFFER MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN 2 WEEKS AFTER 
PURCHASE DATE. Late submissions will not be honored. Offer VOID 
where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted by law. Allow 10 weeks for 
delivery. Reproductions of original UPC codes and sales receipts will 
not be accepted. Any other use constitutes fraud. Fraudulent submissions 
could result in federal prosecution under the US Mail Fraud Statutes (18 
United States Code, section 1341 and 1342). Offer only valid in the USA. 
All qualified submitted proofs of purchase become the property of Fagor 
America, Inc. and cannot be returned. Fagor America Inc. and the retail 
outlet where the product was purchased are not responsible for lost, late, 
illegitimate, incomplete, damaged, misdirected or postage-due requests. 
No resubmissions will be accepted. Limit one per household and one per 
customer. Offer not valid in combination with any other offer. Please keep a 
copy of all necessary information for future reference. This offer applies 
only to products sold by Fagor Authorized dealers. It doesn’t apply to 
products sold by third-party merchants. This promotion is valid until 
supplies last. This rebate offer is valid for internet purchases only.  

TO OBTAIN THIS REBATE, PLEASE MAIL: 
Mail this coupon with the original sales receipt (no photocopies 

or duplicate receipts accepted), the original UPC symbol cut 

from the box of the Fagor product (or products) you purchased 

and a check or money order for $5.95 for shipping and 

handling to: 

 

NAME:_____________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:___________________________________________ 

CITY, STATE, ZIP:______________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER:_____________________________________ 

EMAIL ADDRESS: _____________________________________ 

Mail to: 

   America’s Test Kitchen Mail-in Bonus 

   c/o Fagor America, P.O. Box 94, 

   Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 

 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Mail to: 

   America’s Test Kitchen Mail-in Bonus 

   c/o Fagor America, P.O. Box 94, 

   Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 

 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 


